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INFOSweep
At no point is confidential data at greater risk than the day a copier leaves its user’s direct
control. At lease maturity, at the end of its useful life, or anytime that a copier is upgraded
or, for any reason, removed from service, steps must be taken to assure that all sensitive
data is permanently removed from the machine. There are those who say that this data is
not recoverable. DCSI’s extensive forensic testing has proven that the data exists and, in
most cases, is readily retrievable!
No other process can match the thoroughness of INFOSweep! We offer a 100%
guarantee that the copier’s hard drive(s), and other means of information storage, will be
completely free of data. That's because we don't use conventional "cleaning" methods
which often leave recoverable data on the drive. DCSI uses the only fail-safe method for
protecting valuable information ... we purge data to standards set by the National Institute
of Standards and Technology (NIST), destroy the existing hard drive and replace it with a
brand new drive formatted for the specific copier!
The threat doesn’t end at the hard drive! Often, sensitive company information is stored
elsewhere in the machine. Our process assures that customer information, address logs,
internal email addresses, fax numbers and network data are permanently destroyed
regardless of where they reside! At the conclusion of the process, DCSI issues two
certificates, one detailing the date and location where the original drive was destroyed and
the other certifying that all data has been purged from the machine.
Don’t take chances with your sensitive data, call or write today for a free security
assessment!
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